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Abstract1

Ice core evidence indicates that even though atmospheric CO2 concentrations did not 2

exceed ~300 ppm at any point during the last 800,000 years, East Antarctica was at least 3

~3-4ºC warmer than preindustrial (CO2 ~280 ppm) in each of the last four interglacials. 4

During the previous three interglacials, this anomalous warming was short lived (~3,000 5

years) and apparently occurred before the completion of Northern Hemisphere 6

deglaciation. Hereafter, we refer to these periods as “Warmer than Present Transients”7

(WPTs). We present a series of experiments to investigate the impact of deglacial 8

meltwater on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) and Antarctic 9

temperature. It is well known that a slowed AMOC would increase southern sea surface 10

temperature (SST) through the bipolar seesaw and observational data suggests that the 11

AMOC remained weak throughout the terminations preceding WPTs, strengthening 12

rapidly at a time which coincides closely with peak Antarctic temperature. We present 13

two 800 kyr transient simulations using the Intermediate Complexity model GENIE-1 14

which demonstrate that meltwater forcing generates transient southern warming that is 15

consistent with the timing of WPTs, but is not sufficient (in this single parameterisation) 16

to reproduce the magnitude of observed warmth. In order to investigate model and 17

boundary condition uncertainty, we present three ensembles of transient GENIE-1 18

simulations across Termination II (135,000 to 124,000 BP) and three snapshot HadCM319

simulations at 130,000 BP. Only with consideration of the possible feedback of West 20

Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) retreat does it become possible to simulate the magnitude of 21

observed warming.22
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1 Introduction1

The AMOC transports a substantial amount of heat from south to north. If the AMOC is 2

weakened through changes in surface buoyancy, Northern Atlantic cooling and Southern 3

Atlantic warming is simulated in ocean models of various complexities (Stouffer et al, 4

2006). This effect, the bipolar seesaw, has been proposed (Stocker and Johnsen, 2003) to5

explain the interhemispheric teleconnection of abrupt millennial-scale shifts in glacial 6

climate known as Dansgaard-Oeschger (DO) events (Dansgaard et al, 1993). We here 7

address the proposed role of the bipolar seesaw in defining the characteristics of glacial 8

terminations and the interglacials which follow them (Ganopolski and Roche, 2009, 9

Masson-Delmotte et al, 2010).10

Antarctic temperature (Jouzel et al, 2007) and atmospheric methane (Loulergue et al, 11

2008) are illustrated in Fig. 1a. Numerous paleorecords (Carlson, 2008) reveal that the 12

most recent termination (TI) exhibited rapid transitions in Northern Hemisphere climate,13

in approximate anti-phase with change in Antarctica (Blunier et al, 1998). Antarctica 14

warmed slowly from ~18 kyr BP to temperatures similar to preindustrial at ~12 kyr BP,15

interrupted by the Antarctic Cold Reversal (ACR) at ~14 kyr BP, a cooling event which 16

has been interpreted as the southern analogue of the Bolling-Allerod Northern 17

Hemisphere warming, both manifestations of a temporary resumption of Atlantic 18

overturning (Blunier et al 1998, Barker et al 2009). Rapid increases in methane provide a 19

proxy for rapid increases in Greenland temperature (Delmotte et al, 2004) and hence, 20

according to this interpretation, for the resumption of overturning. 21

In contrast, the three previous terminations (TII, TIII and TIV) exhibit a behaviour that is 22

quite distinct from TI, although they display remarkable similarities to one another. In 23

each case a transient spike in Antarctic temperature (WPT) of up to ~4ºC lasting ~3 kyr is 24

apparent at the start of the interglacial. Recent analysis (Sime et al, 2009) suggests that 25

the isotopic composition of East Antarctic ice is less sensitive to temperature change in a 26

warm climate, consistent with even higher peak Antarctic temperatures during these 27

interglacials (at least ~6ºC warmer than present day), though this work did not consider 28

the warming mechanism of the bipolar seesaw that is addressed here.  Observational 29

evidence for WPTs in Antarctica is not confined to ice-core records. Notably, a 430 kyr 30
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Southern Ocean SST reconstruction (Cortese et al 2007) at ODP site 1089 (41ºS 10ºE) 1

displayed transient warming during each of these terminations, lasting for 5-9kyrs and 2

with temperatures 2 to 3.5ºC warmer than present (in addition to a ~2ºC transient 3

warming lasting for 7kyr during TI). GCM simulations have thus far failed to produce a 4

warmer Antarctica during the last interglacial (e.g. Montoya et al, 2000, Groll et al, 2005, 5

Otto-Bliesner et al, 2006, Masson-Delmotte et al, 2010).6

The second striking similarity between these earlier terminations is that the methane 7

record does not exhibit the oscillatory behaviour that is apparent in TI, but rather displays 8

a single rapid jump (vertical tie-bars in Fig. 1a) late in the termination (which we 9

associate with a resumption of overturning). In each case this methane jump coincides10

closely with the peak in Antarctic temperature. Furthermore, each methane jump11

corresponds to an abrupt shift in Chinese speleothem δ18O (Wang et al 2001, Cheng et al 12

2006, Cheng et al, 2009), a proxy for Asian Monsoon strength, which further suggests a13

role of the bipolar seesaw during terminations (Cheng et al 2009). The “Weak Monsoon 14

Intervals” (Cheng et al 2009) which precede each of the methane shifts approximately 15

coincide with peaks in ice rafted debris in the North Atlantic ODP 980 core (McManus et 16

al 1999), supporting the view that these changes were associated with disintegrating 17

Northern Hemisphere ice sheets.18

Recent climate model simulations have addressed this potential mechanism for early 19

interglacial warmth. A simulation with the IPSL GCM which included a parameterisation20

of Greenland melt at 126 kyr BP predicted year-round warming of 0.5ºC in Antarctica, 21

thus implicating the bipolar seesaw as a possible driver of transient warmth in MIS 5.5 22

(Masson-Delmotte et al, 2010). Ganopolski and Roche (2009) performed idealised 23

transient experiments across a glacial termination with CLIMBER-2, an Intermediate 24

Complexity model which includes a 2.5-D statistical-dynamical atmosphere model 25

coupled to a zonally-averaged, three-basin ocean model. These simulations produced 26

~2ºC transient Antarctic warming in response to 0.2 Sv freshwater flux into the North 27

Atlantic and suggested that the qualitative differences between recent terminations may 28

result from modest differences in the rate of deglaciation.29
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It has recently been suggested that the suppression of DO events (which would cool 1

Antarctica) enables terminations to progress unchecked (Wolff et al, 2009). Here we 2

propose, following Ganopolski and Roche (2009), that if the AMOC remains weakened3

throughout the termination the system will progress to a WPT state. Furthermore, we 4

propose the WPT may eventually lead to partial collapse of the WAIS, leading to further 5

warming. Thus although the radiative forcing due to Northern Hemisphere ice sheets and 6

greenhouse gases was similar to preindustrial in the each of the last three interglacials, 7

weakened overturning together with potential WAIS retreat lead to conditions in 8

Antarctica during the early stages of these interglacials which were significantly warmer 9

than modern. The resumption of overturning, associated with the cessation of 10

deglaciation meltwater, subsequently cools Antarctica to conditions that are comparable 11

to present day.12

In order to examine the temporal history of Northern Hemisphere meltwater feedbacks on 13

Antarctic climate, and evaluate the modelling and boundary condition uncertainty, we 14

have performed three sets of experiments. The approach, building on Holden et al (2010),15

is designed to allow for the uncertainty that arises from structural error, the irreducible 16

error that remains when the “best” parameters are applied to a model (Rougier 2007). The 17

multi-millennial transient simulations required here can only be performed with an 18

intermediate complexity model. We use GENIE-1 (Lenton et al 2006), built around a low 19

resolution 3D frictional geostrophic ocean model. An ensemble approach is essential to 20

quantify modelling uncertainty that arises from structural limitations of such a model.21

Furthermore, we supplement the GENIE-1 ensembles with simulations using the Hadley 22

centre coupled model HadCM3 (Gordon et al 2000) in order to investigate robustness 23

with respect to specific structural limitations, especially related to the lack of a dynamic 24

atmosphere. The three experiments are:25

i) Two transient 800 kyr simulations with GENIE-1, one which includes the effects of 26

glacial meltwater on ocean circulation and one which neglects this feedback. These 27

simulations provide a long time-series comparison between observations and model 28

results and allow a qualitative assessment of the role of meltwater in determining 29

transient Northern Atlantic and Antarctic temperatures.30
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ii) Three ensembles of GENIE-1 transient simulations over glacial termination TII, 1

applying the LGM Plausibility Constrained (LPC) parameter set which covers the range 2

of large-scale feedback strength displayed by multi-model GCM ensembles (Holden et al 3

2010). These ensembles enable quantification of both modelling and boundary condition 4

uncertainties, including an evaluation of potential WAIS retreat feedbacks.5

iii) Three equilibrium simulations with HadCM3 at 130,000 BP, performed to investigate 6

the robustness of the conclusions derived from GENIE-1, in particular with respect to its 7

simplified atmosphere and snow models.8

9

2 Methods10

2.1 GENIE-111

The intermediate complexity model GENIE-1 has been extensively applied to 12

investigations of the thermohaline circulation (Marsh et al 2004) and provides the 13

computational efficiency required to perform large ensembles and quantify model 14

uncertainty.  The physical model comprises a 3D frictional geostrophic ocean with eddy-15

induced and isopycnal mixing coupled to a 2D fixed wind-field Energy-Moisture Balance16

Model (EMBM) atmosphere and a dynamic and thermodynamic sea-ice component 17

(Edwards and Marsh, 2005). These are coupled to a minimum spatial model of vegetation 18

carbon, soil carbon and soil water storage (Williamson et al, 2006). The model 19

configuration is as described in Lenton et al (2006), with adjustments to the 20

parameterisation of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) applied in the ensemble 21

experiments and the inclusion of orography feedbacks for surface processes (applied 22

throughout). The adjustment to the OLR parameterisation is designed to allow for 23

uncertainties in cloud and lapse rate feedbacks. Both changes are detailed in Holden et al 24

(2010).25

The 800 kyr simulations (experimental set-up described in Section 2.1.1) are performed 26

with the traceable parameter set (Lenton et al 2006). The TII ensembles (Section 2.1.2) 27

are performed using the LPC parameter set (Holden et al 2010). The LPC averaged 28

preindustrial surface air temperature (SAT) and Atlantic overturning stream function are 29
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reproduced in Figure 2, together with ensemble standard deviations. The LPC ensemble 1

exhibits a cold Antarctic bias, with Antarctic SAT -31±10ºC (~10ºC cooler than NCEP 2

data), likely a result of enforcing modern plausible sea-ice coverage; GENIE is known to 3

underestimate Antarctic sea-ice (Lenton et al 2006). The major shortcoming of ocean 4

circulation in this configuration of GENIE is the failure of AABW to penetrate into the 5

Atlantic sector (Lunt et al 2006). However, the LPC parameter set has been designed to 6

exhibit a wide range large-scale feedback strengths (see section 2.1.2) that generally 7

encompass the range of GCM responses to both LGM and 2xCO2 forcing (Holden et al 8

2010).9

In both GENIE-1 experiments, changing atmospheric CO2 is prescribed from ice core 10

records (Luethi et al 2008). Other greenhouse gases are neglected. We apply the orbital 11

forcing of Berger (1978). Transient Laurentide and Eurasian Ice Sheets are represented12

by interpolating the spatial distribution of Ice-4G (Peltier, 1994) onto the benthic δ18O13

record (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). We derive three variables for each grid cell 14

representing (a) the threshold value δ18Oth at which the grid cell becomes ice covered, (b) 15

the present-day orography h0 and (c) the incremental orography h1 at maximum attainable 16

ice thickness.  When δ18O > δ18Oth, the height of the ice surface h at each cell is given by 17

the saturating relationship18
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(1)19

where h1 is derived at each cell to give the Ice-4G height h = hLGM when δ18O = δ18OLGM. 20

The threshold for ice cover δ18Oth is derived from Ice-4G reconstructions at 1 kyr 21

intervals from 21 kyr BP to present. The constant k is fitted to approximate a linear 22

relationship between global ice volume and δ18O. The relationship in Eq. (1) is assumed 23

to hold throughout the 800 kyr record so that the value of δ18O at any point in time 24

defines the spatial distribution and orography of the ice sheets globally. As the Greenland 25

and Antarctic ice sheets are fixed at their preindustrial distributions in these simulations, 26

the preindustrial ice sheet configuration arises whenever δ18O ≤ 3.37‰ (c.f. preindustrial 27

δ18O ~ 3.2‰). This arises because 3.37‰ is the lowest threshold value ascribed to any 28

grid cell, being the value of δ18O in the benthic stack at 7 kyr BP (the most recent time 29
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when no Laurentide or Eurasian Ice-4G ice remains). When δ18O > δ18OLGM, ice sheets 1

are allowed to thicken (but not expand laterally) beyond the Ice-4G LGM configuration. 2

This assumption leads to minimum sea-levels at 433 kyr BP that are 6m lower than at the 3

LGM. We note that the only effects of sea-level change represented in GENIE-1 are on4

ocean salinity (and other ocean tracers when applicable).5

Changing ice volume is translated into meltwater fluxes at each grid cell, routed to the 6

Atlantic, Pacific and Arctic Oceans assuming modern topography. Accumulating ice is 7

represented by reduced run-off. This ensures that freshwater fluxes are spatially and 8

temporally consistent with the representation of the ice sheets, and avoids the problems 9

associated with an unrealistic treatment of salt compensation which is responsible for 10

much of the uncertainty in the far-field response to freshwater forcing (Stocker et al, 11

2007). Only the Laurentide and Eurasian Ice Sheets, which account for ~80% of global 12

ice-sheet change (Peltier, 2004), are allowed to change. This eliminates the potentially 13

confounding effects of assuming synchronous Antarctic meltwater on ocean circulation; 14

it is well known that millennial-scale Southern and Northern Hemisphere changes are 15

likely to be out of phase (Blunier et al, 1998). A scaling of the freshwater flux (parameter 16

“FFX”, default value 1.5) is applied to correct for isostatic depression at the ice-bedrock 17

interface (which we do not model) and for the assumption of a fixed land-sea mask; each 18

of these simplifications would otherwise produce a ~20% underestimation of ice-sheet 19

volume.20

The simulations apply an Atlantic-Pacific freshwater flux adjustment (parameter “APM”) 21

to correct for the ~0.29 Sv underestimation of atmospheric moisture transport, required to 22

maintain a stable Atlantic overturning (Edwards and Marsh 2005). The flux adjustment is 23

held constant during each transient simulation. GCM simulations suggest an uncertainty 24

of ±0.15 Sv in this flux, especially relevant to climate states that differ from modern25

(Zaucker and Broecker 1992). However, although the neglect of atmospheric transport 26

feedbacks quantitatively alters the modelled sensitivity to transient meltwater fluxes 27

(Marsh et al 2004), the ensemble is designed to cover the range of possible sensitivities, 28

varying APM in the range 0.05 to 0.64 Sv across the LPC ensemble members.29

30
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1

2.1.1 Transient GENIE-1 800 kyr simulations2

The climatology of the traceable parameter set used in the 800 kyr simulations is 3

discussed in detail elsewhere (Lenton et al, 2006). The equilibrium climate sensitivity of 4

this parameterisation to a doubling of CO2 is 3.4ºC, slightly higher than the value of 5

3.2ºC in the configuration of Lenton et al (2006) due to the increased snow albedo 6

feedback that arises from the inclusion of a lapse rate-related orography effect for 7

temperature-driven surface processes. A lapse rate adjustment is not applied for 8

atmospheric processes as these represent averages through the depth of the 1-layer 9

atmosphere. Surface air temperature is thus calculated (and presented throughout) in10

terms of a sea-level equivalent. Two simulations are performed: GFW, which includes the 11

effects of glacial meltwater on ocean circulation (FFX=1.5), and GNFW which neglects 12

this feedback (FFX=0).13

14

2.1.2 Transient GENIE-1 Termination II ensembles15

Three ensembles of transient simulations over TII (providing approximate analogues for 16

TIII and TIV) are performed, differing in the boundary conditions applied in order to 17

investigate uncertainties in forcing. Ensemble members are weakly constrained to 18

produce plausible preindustrial and LGM climate states by applying the 480 member19

LPC parameter set, which varies 26 parameters over wide ranges (see Table 1 of Holden 20

et al, 2010). The LPC parameters produce modern-plausible global average SAT, Atlantic 21

overturning, Antarctic sea-ice coverage and land carbon storage, with distributions that 22

are approximately centred on observations, and are additionally constrained to simulate 23

plausible LGM Antarctic cooling (of 6-12ºC), though we note that glacial cooling of 24

Antarctica may be overstated due to diffusive heat transport that is driven by cooling due 25

to Northern Hemisphere ice sheets. The approach is designed to quantify model error by 26

allowing parametric uncertainty to dominate over structural error. The ensemble members 27

exhibit a wide range of ocean, atmospheric, sea-ice and vegetation feedback strengths 28

which generally encompass the range of large-scale GCM responses to 2xCO2 and LGM 29
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forcing, with a distribution for climate sensitivity of 3.8±0.6ºC and for LGM globally 1

averaged cooling of 5.9±1.2ºC (c.f. 5.8±1.4ºC, Schneider von Deimling et al, 2006).2

The three ensembles are:3

i) EFW which includes the impact of meltwater runoff on ocean circulation (Section 2.1) 4

and allows for uncertainty in the strength of this feedback by varying FFX (in addition to 5

25 other parameters), uniformly distributed in the range 1 to 2,6

ii) ENFW which neglects the role of meltwater (FFX=0 in all ensemble members), and7

iii) EWAIS which is identical to EFW except that the WAIS is replaced with land at sea 8

level. Ice-sheet models (Pollard and DeConto, 2009) have simulated substantial WAIS 9

retreat driven by sea-level rise at terminations (neglecting the additional bipolar forcing 10

addressed here). Several lines of indirect evidence suggest that WAIS retreat contributed 11

to the observed elevated sea levels during the last interglacial (Overpeck et al 2006, Kopp 12

et al 2009). We capture the uncertainty associated with the degree and timing of potential 13

WAIS retreat through the two extreme boundary conditions of EFW and EWAIS. The 14

modern WAIS comprises both marine-based and land-based ice. For consistency with the 15

HadCM3 simulation (see section 2.2), we assume the WAIS is removed and replaced 16

entirely by ice-free land in the EWAIS ensemble. We note that replacing WAIS with ocean 17

instead of land was found to simulate slightly higher peak Antarctic SAT anomalies 18

(2.8ºC c.f. 2.2ºC) in exploratory 650 kyr transient GENIE-1 simulations not described 19

here.20

Melting of the WAIS, triggered by sea-level rise or local warming, would release 21

meltwater to the southern ocean, potentially reducing convection and hence reducing 22

local warming (Weaver et al 2003, Swingedouw et al 2009). Given the substantial 23

uncertainties involved, however, we do not attempt to model this feedback in the present 24

study. A hosing flux of 0.1 Sv into the Southern Ocean applied for 1,000 years25

(equivalent in magnitude to the complete loss of WAIS ice in 650 years) simulated 26

Antarctic SAT cooling of ~0.5ºC in the preindustrial climate state (Swingedouw et al 27

2009). Transient Southern Ocean cooling events of this magnitude would not be 28

inconsistent with “cooling rebounds” of up to ~1ºC that have been observed in several29
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high southern latitude locations during the later stages of each of the last five 1

terminations (Cortese et al 2007, and references therein).2

Transient CO2, orbit and ice sheets are applied as for the long simulations, except that the 3

benthic δ18O record is linearised across the termination to produce an approximately 4

constant (±20%) meltwater pulse, eliminating the oscillatory behaviour simulated during 5

TII in the 800 kyr simulation (see Fig. 1c). This oscillatory behaviour is not apparent in 6

observations and is largely a consequence of translating the temporal signal in the 7

gradient of benthic δ18O into global ice-sheet change. The temporal development of ice 8

sheet volume (only Laurentide and Eurasian ice sheets contributions are considered here) 9

and the resulting meltwater flux is illustrated in Figure 3. As in the 800 kyr simulation, 10

meltwater is routed into the ocean assuming modern topography. The meltwater pulse 11

commences at 135,000 BP and lasts for ~7,600 years with an average of ~0.11 Sv, 12

equivalent to 76 m sea level, but varying between ensemble members (~0.07 to 0.15 Sv) 13

through the freshwater scaling parameter FFX. Simulations are spun-up to equilibrium at 14

135,000 BP and run for 11,000 years.15

16

2.2  HadCM3 snapshot simulations17

18

The snapshot simulations are performed using the Hadley Centre coupled model 19

HadCM3 (Gordon et al 2000), a coupled atmosphere (2.5° x 3.75° x 19 vertical levels) / 20

ocean (1.25° x 1.25° x 20 vertical levels) model which does not require flux adjustments21

to prevent climate drifts. Boundary conditions are (HPI) preindustrial, (HNFW) 130,000 BP 22

orbit and greenhouse gases (CO2 256 ppm, CH4 506 ppb, N2O 239 ppb) with modern ice 23

sheets and no meltwater flux, (HFW) as HNFW with 1 Sv North Atlantic hosing (large 24

enough to ensure collapse on timescales which can be practically simulated) and (HWAIS) 25

as HFW with WAIS replaced entirely by ice-free land (at an elevation of 200 m), in order 26

to avoid ocean time-stepping instabilities which arise due to converging meridians near 27

the pole (which are resolved with Fourier filtering at the North Pole). As noted above, in 28

GENIE-1 simulations, replacing WAIS with ocean rather than land resulted in a modest 29
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increase in warming. Simulations are run for 200 years (from the modern spun-up state) 1

and averaged over the last 30 years.2

3

3 Results4

3.1 800kyr GENIE-1 Transient Simulations5

Figure 1b compares 800 kyr records of i) modelled Antarctic SAT anomaly with DOME 6

C (Jouzel et al, 2007) and ii) modelled SST anomaly (with a North Atlantic planktonic 7

δ18O record (Venz et al 1999) which we have mapped onto the LR04 timescale (Lisiecki 8

and Raymo, 2005). Model data are from the simulation GFW (which includes meltwater 9

forcing). We note the generally good agreement with both sets of observational data, with 10

the exception of the marked failure to predict the existence of Antarctic WPTs. A similar11

discrepancy is not apparent in the North Atlantic record and we infer that WPTs are likely 12

driven by an absent Southern Hemisphere forcing. MIS 7 is particularly interesting in this 13

regard as the δ18O record suggest that substantial Northern Hemisphere ice sheets 14

remained in place during this interglacial, so that temperatures ~2ºC higher than 15

preindustrial again suggest the WPT warming was localised to the Southern Hemisphere.16

For completeness we note that orbitally-forced summer warming is simulated at high 17

northern latitudes during the Eemian, with maximum summer warming (averaged over all 18

grid points north of 62ºN) peaking at 3.5ºC in 126,000 BP.19

The first plot in Fig. 1c is the 350 kyr DOME F temperature record, reconstructed from 20

δ18O and δD isotopic records, correcting for vapour source temperature and seawater 21

isotopic composition variations (Kawamura et al 2007). DOME F was chosen as it lies 22

south of the Atlantic (77ºS, 39ºE) and may be expected to be more strongly influenced by23

AMOC changes than DOME C (75ºS, 123ºE). In addition to the WPTs, and the warm24

spike in the early Holocene, three interstadials at DOME F are warmer than preindustrial25

at 317, 218 and 200 kyr BP. These three interstadials are observed to be at least ~1ºC 26

cooler than preindustrial at DOME C (Fig. 1b), though we note that these apparent 27

temperature differences between DOME C and DOME F may alternatively reflect spatial 28

variations in the seasonality of precipitation in a warm Antarctica (Sime et al, 2009).29
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Antarctic SAT and SST meltwater anomalies (GFW-GNFW, i.e. the differences in 1

temperature when meltwater is imposed) are plotted in Fig. 1c and reflect the impact of 2

meltwater on ocean circulation and heat transport. The SAT meltwater anomaly displays 3

the millennial variability apparent in observations; the SST meltwater anomaly exhibits a 4

similar temporal behaviour, though variability is suppressed by high-latitude sea ice 5

during glacial periods. The SST meltwater spikes coincide very closely with spikes in 6

isotope-inferred temperature. Late Pleistocene LR04 age-model uncertainty (the age 7

model which defines the meltwater timing through the gradient of the benthic δ18O) is 8

estimated at 4 kyr (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005).9

The timing of large scale meltwater spikes reflects large changes in δ18O and is likely to 10

be robust (though subject to the aforementioned age-model uncertainties). However, this 11

is not the case with respect to the detail and timing of the millennial variability, including 12

that which is simulated during terminations. These features arise from variability in the 13

gradient of the benthic δ18O signal, which translates into the meltwater fluxes. Although14

variability in ice-sheet melt rates presumably contributes to this signal, contributions also 15

arise from a number of additional sources, notably including uncertainty in observational 16

values of δ18O; 1σ errors of up to ~0.1‰ (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) are comparable to 17

the average millennial decrease of ~0.2‰ across a termination. The transient Antarctic 18

SAT cooling of ~1ºC that occurs at the end of each termination (Fig 1c) arises due to the 19

positive Atlantic overturning cell extending further south during the reorganisation of the 20

circulation at the end of the meltwater pulse. We note that in the ensemble analysis 21

(Section 3.2) this transient cooling generally arises in those simulations in which the 22

AMOC recovers. Amongst these 155 simulations, ensemble averaged cooling of 23

0.9±0.9ºC occurs 1,400±900 years after the cessation of meltwater. This may not be a 24

robust feature of the simulations, especially given the abrupt cessation of the forcing 25

(Figure 3). The cooling does not arise in the TII ensemble average (c.f.  blue and pink 26

curves in Fig 4e), in part due to differences in the timing of these cooling events and in 27

part due to the masking effect of the 19 simulations in which the AMOC does not recover 28

and Antarctica remains warm.29

30
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3.2 GENIE-1 ensembles of transient simulations over Termination II 1

Although there is strong chronological similarity between observed and simulated 2

warming, the magnitude of Antarctic SAT spikes in the single 800 kyr simulation GFW3

(~1.5ºC, Fig. 1c and seen in Fig 1b as small oscillations near the top of each simulated 4

SAT rise) is insufficient to explain the observed warmings of ~4ºC above present (Fig.5

1b). Quantification of the discrepancy requires an assessment of modelling uncertainities; 6

we apply an ensemble methodology to ascertain the most probable model response and 7

quantify uncertainty. 8

The 480 meltwater-forced ensemble members EFW universally exhibited weakened 9

overturning during the termination (average weakening at 128,000 BP of 9±5 Sv with 10

respect to preindustrial).  Antarctic SAT at 128,000 BP is >0.5ºC warmer than 11

preindustrial in 110 of these simulations, all of which exhibited a collapse of overturning 12

(peak overturning <6 Sv north of 44ºN), demonstrating that AMOC collapse is required 13

for significant Antarctic warming in GENIE-1. We confine analysis to the 174 parameter 14

sets with maximum overturning <6 Sv to quantify the range of response.15

Figure 4a illustrates the meltwater-forced SST anomaly at 128,500 BP (EFW-ENFW, i.e. the 16

ensemble-averaged change in SST when meltwater is imposed) and displays the 17

characteristic behaviour of the bipolar seesaw, although certain atmospheric feedbacks, 18

such as the southward shift of the ITCZ, cannot be captured by the fixed-wind field 19

EMBM. South of 62°S, ensemble-averaged SST warming of 0.4±0.3°C is simulated20

(uncertainties are expressed as 1σ ensemble standard deviations throughout). Modern 21

observations indicate that basal melt rates at the WAIS grounding line increase by ~1 m 22

yr-1 for a 0.1ºC increase in SST (Rignot and Jacobs, 2002), suggesting that the simulated 23

warming may be significant for WAIS instability. Ice-sheet modelling has indicated that a 24

10 myr-1 increase in Antarctic basal melt rates leads to sea level rise of ~25 cm per 25

century (Huybrechts and de Wolde, 1999). The ensemble design allows a wide range of26

sea-ice responses, with annual average Antarctic sea ice extent increasing by 9-15 million 27

km2 under LGM forcing and decreasing by 5-9 million km2 under 2xCO2 forcing (Holden 28

et al, 2010). Meltwater-forced reduction in Antarctic sea-ice area at 128,500 BP is 29

2.7±1.6 million km2. The simulated retreat of Antarctic sea ice is consistent with the30
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southerly shift of productivity inferred from barium rain rates during MIS5.5 which can 1

only be explained by a reduction in Antarctic sea ice (Nuernberg et al, 1997). The 2

ensemble member with the largest meltwater-induced loss of annually-averaged Antarctic 3

sea ice (7.9 million km2) is associated with an East Antarctic SAT 2.4ºC warmer than 4

preindustrial, while the greatest East Antarctic warming, 4.7ºC above preindustrial, is 5

associated with the loss of 4.8 million km2 of Antarctic sea-ice. Thus the possibility that 6

WPTs could be explained without a substantial WAIS retreat feedback appears unlikely 7

(only six of the 174 EFW simulations exhibit East Antarctic temperatures greater than 8

2.5ºC above preindustrial), but cannot be ruled out.9

Figure 4 (b-d) illustrates ensemble-averaged SAT anomalies at 128,500 BP with respect 10

to an equilibrium ensemble EPI forced with preindustrial boundary conditions. In the 11

absence of meltwater forcing (Fig. 4b), East Antarctic SAT is 1.0±0.6ºC cooler than 12

preindustrial (despite slightly higher atmospheric CO2 concentrations of ~285ppm). This 13

reflects a combination of global cooling due to the inferred remnant of the Laurentide ice 14

sheet (which may be overstated in Antarctica due to the over-diffusive atmosphere) and 15

lower Antarctic summer insolation; a single 800 kyr transient simulation forced only with 16

orbital changes predicts annually averaged Antarctic temperatures 0.6ºC below17

preindustrial at this time (ice sheets and atmospheric CO2 fixed at glacial conditions 18

throughout). Meltwater forcing (Fig. 4c) increases East Antarctic SAT by 1.6±1.0°C (to 19

0.5±1.0°C warmer than preindustrial). In these simulations, the bipolar warming of 20

Antarctica peaks in the Atlantic sector (i.e. in the vicinity of the forcing), with maximum 21

warming at ~15°E (Fig 4c), in the approximate vicinity of DOME F. This is qualitatively22

consistent with observations which indicate that interstadial temperatures may have been 23

higher at DOME F than at DOME C. The removal of WAIS (Fig. 4d) introduces further 24

East Antarctic warming of 1.2±0.6°C (to 1.6±1.3°C warmer than preindustrial) arising 25

from widespread loss of West Antarctic summer snow cover and reduced albedo. Within 26

ensemble EWAIS, 39 of the 174 simulations exhibit East Antarctic temperatures greater 27

than 2.5ºC above preindustrial.28

Figure 4e summarises the temporal development of ensemble-averaged East Antarctic 29

SAT under the three forcing scenarios. We do not regard WAIS retreat early in the 30

termination as realistic; in the absence of a dynamic ice-sheet model we have simply 31
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assumed WAIS is absent throughout the EWAIS run, so the temporal behaviour would 1

more reasonably be described by a transition from the EFW ensemble towards the EWAIS2

ensemble (implying a warming rate greater than either ensemble and hence closer to 3

observations). Maximum overturning is also illustrated. In contrast to paleoclimatic4

evidence suggesting that glacial (LGM) overturning was weaker than today (McManus et 5

al, 2004), GENIE-1 ensemble-averaged overturning is stronger in the glacial state. 6

However, this change is of unclear sign, with 63 of the 174 simulations displaying a 7

weakened overturning at 135,000 BP (ensemble average 0.9±2.6 Sv relative to 8

preindustrial). The modelled resumption of overturning (commencing at 127,500 BP) is 9

within ~1,500 years of the observed methane jump (commencing at 129,000 BP, Fig. 1a),10

less than the 4 kyr age model uncertainty of the benthic δ18O stack (Lisiecki and Raymo 11

2005). We note that coral reef evidence indicates that the onset of Northern Hemisphere 12

deglaciation occurred ~4,500 years earlier (Thomas et al 2009) than is suggested by a 13

sea-level reconstruction derived from this benthic δ18O stack (Bintanja et al 2005). 14

The ENFW ensemble distribution of East Antarctic SAT (Fig. 4f) illustrates that no point in 15

our parameter space is capable of reconciling GENIE-1 with observations in the absence 16

of substantial AMOC weakening (though we note that ~10% of the simulations exhibit 17

AMOC collapse in the absence of meltwater forcing). However, the two extreme 18

boundary conditions represented by the distributions of EFW and EWAIS encompass the 19

observational estimate of ~4ºC warming. Although we do not rule out the possibility that20

the bipolar seesaw could explain the discrepancy without a substantial WAIS feedback, 21

we note that the observed East Antarctic warming of ~2°C which persists after the 22

resumption of overturning can only be explained in the GENIE-1 ensembles with the 23

assumption of some WAIS retreat (or alternatively with an overturning that remains 24

weakened throughout the interglacial - the AMOC does not recover from its collapsed 25

state in 19 of the 174 simulations).26

27

3.3 HadCM3 Eemian simulations28

In order to investigate the robustness of the GENIE-1 ensembles, in particular with regard 29

to the simplified atmosphere and snow models, we performed four equilibrium HadCM3 30
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simulations. Hosing induces AMOC collapse and results in statistically significant 1

warming of ~0.2-0.5ºC in summer (DJF) SST in the Weddell and Ross Seas (Fig. 5a), 2

accompanied by a reduction in Antarctic summer sea-ice extent and depth. A multi-model3

hosing ensemble (0.1 Sv, modern boundary conditions), performed to investigate inter-4

model uncertainty in response to hosing, also simulated warming in the Weddell Sea, 5

apparently a consequence of enhanced deep convection and reduced sea ice (Stouffer et al 6

2006).7

In the absence of meltwater and ice-sheet forcing (Fig. 5b) HadCM3 fails to predict 8

significant Antarctic SAT increase, though orbitally-forced summer warming of 3.0ºC is 9

simulated in Greenland. With freshwater hosing, precipitation-weighted SAT (Fig. 5c) 10

increases by 2.2ºC at DOME F and 1.4ºC at DOME C, supporting GENIE-1 (annual-11

average East Antarctic warming of 1.6±1.0°C).  This warming is achieved after ~100 12

years of the 200 year simulation. The removal of WAIS (Fig. 5d) increases the 13

precipitation-weighted SAT anomaly to 4.9ºC at DOME F and to 5.0ºC at DOME C.14

Increased summer precipitation combines with greatest warming in summer when 15

widespread West Antarctic snow melt is simulated. The HFW and HWAIS simulations 16

encompass observed WPT warming. As the GENIE-1 ensemble parameterisations were17

designed to provide an unbiased estimate of the uncertainty associated with large-scale 18

processes, EFW and EWAIS East Antarctic SAT variability of ±1.0°Cand ±1.3°C provide 19

indicative lower-bound measures of the parametric uncertainty in these single HadCM3 20

simulations.21

22

4 Discussion23

24

i) The 800 kyr simulations demonstrate that GENIE-1, together with the imposed 25

transient boundary conditions, is able to reproduce g-ig temperature change at the diverse 26

locations of the Antarctic and the North Atlantic over 800,000 years, effectively 27

providing an extensive validation of modelled climate change for the full range of climate 28

states and the entire period of the record. However, these simulations fail to reproduce 29

Antarctic warmth that is significantly greater than present at any point in time, a failure 30
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which takes on a greater significance in view of the success of the model elsewhere in the 1

record. Furthermore, the simulations demonstrate substantial meltwater-forced WPTs2

(~1.5ºC in this single parameterisation) at times which coincide closely with observed 3

transient warming. We note that the timing, magnitude and spatial distribution of the 4

meltwater forcing is largely independent of the DOME F chronology (derived by tuning5

the O2/N2 ratio of trapped air bubbles to 21st December insolation at 77ºS); the meltwater 6

forcing is derived from an interpolation of the spatial distribution of Ice-4G onto the 7

benthic δ18O stack (with an age model derived from a simple ice model driven by 21st8

June insolation at 65ºN).9

ii) The TII ensembles provide a quantification of the uncertainty that arises from 10

structural, parametric and boundary condition sources. The meltwater-induced collapse of 11

Atlantic overturning leads to simulated East Antarctic warming at 128,500 BP (of 12

1.6±1.0ºC) to 0.5±1.0ºC above preindustrial. The ensemble averaged warming is 13

consistent with Ganopolski and Roche (2009), who simulated ~1ºC and 2ºC warming for 14

hosing fluxes of 0.15 and 0.2 Sv respectively, although our ensemble design (varying 26 15

parameters simultaneously) does not facilitate a direct comparison with the qualitative 16

differences which arise under different hosing assumptions due to increased “warm-17

climate” AMOC stability in their model (c.f. Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2001). The 18

ensemble distribution of simulated warming does not appear sufficient to reproduce 19

observations alone, although the tail of the distribution does encompass observations. We 20

again note that absolute temperatures in Antarctica at this time (in all three GENIE-1 21

ensembles) may be understated due to diffusive heat transport that is driven by cooling22

due to Northern Hemisphere ice sheets in GENIE-1. The removal of WAIS increases 23

ensemble-average East Antarctic temperature to 1.6±1.3ºC above preindustrial. Thus, the 24

inclusion of this feedback (even assuming the extreme of complete WAIS retreat) 25

initially appears barely sufficient to explain East Antarctic warmth of ~4ºC (although 3926

of 174 simulations exhibit warming greater than 2.5ºC above preindustrial); the full 27

reconciliation requires consideration of precipitation-weighted temperatures provided by 28

the HadCM3 simulations. 29

iii) The precipitation-weighted temperatures from the HadCM3 simulations allow a full 30

reconciliation with observations, although this agreement is clearly associated with 31
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considerable uncertainty arising from model (and observational) error sources and, 1

notably, the degree of possible WAIS retreat. The HadCM3 hosing experiment 2

(assuming modern WAIS) simulated precipitation-weighted temperatures in East 3

Antarctica that are ~2ºC warmer than preindustrial, consistent with GENIE-1 and likely 4

insufficient to reconcile with observations alone. We note that although maximum 5

warming is achieved after ~100 years in this experiment (1 Sv hosing is applied 6

throughout the 200 year simulation), CCSM3 hosing experiments in the LGM state 7

indicated that warming in Antarctica shows the strongest relationship with the duration of 8

the forcing rather than either rate or total volume of freshwater (Otto-Bliesner and Brady 9

2010), so the possibility of additional simulated warming under prolonged hosing cannot 10

be ruled out. Furthermore, the 200 year integration neglects the transport of orbitally-11

driven warming of North Atlantic Deep Water to Circumpolar Deep Water (Duplessy et 12

al 2007) so that the simulated Antarctic temperature represents a lower bound. Cognisant 13

of aforementioned uncertainties, the full reconciliation of HadCM3 with observations can 14

be achieved under the assumption of WAIS retreat, with complete retreat producing 15

precipitation-weighted temperature at both ice core sites (~5ºC above preindustrial) that 16

exceeds the generally accepted observed warming. The combination of extensive 17

temporal and parametric investigations in GENIE-1 with detailed short-term integrations 18

of HadCM3, and the agreement between the two models, substantially strengthens the 19

conclusions that can be drawn from the experiments.20

21

5 Summary and Conclusions22

23

In summary we have shown that GENIE-1 reproduces the temperature over Antarctica 24

over the last 800 kyrs in a satisfactory way, with the notable exception of the last four 25

interglacial periods. The three experiments we have performed, with GENIE-1 and 26

HadCM3, together enable us to postulate that by including processes represented in both 27

models and accounting for the statistical distribution of responses we could explain both 28

the timing and magnitude of observations through the introduction of meltwater forcing29

during terminations, likely amplified by feedbacks resulting from WAIS retreat, though at 30
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present we are not able to achieve this in a single model. Although the tails of both1

meltwater-forced ensemble distributions (GFW and GWAIS) encompass observed WPT 2

warming, reconciliation of data and modelling can only be readily achieved under the 3

assumption of WAIS retreat. The combination of freshwater hosing and WAIS forcing 4

produces precipitation-weighted temperatures ~5ºC above preindustrial in HadCM3. This 5

warming arises from the combined effects of increased East Antarctic temperature and 6

summer precipitation. We do not conclude that complete WAIS retreat is necessary to 7

explain the model-data discrepancy, but have applied the extreme boundary conditions of 8

modern and absent WAIS to span the possible range of the forcing associated with this 9

feedback. We are not aware of other potential feedbacks that might explain ~4ºC 10

warming across East Antarctica.11

Our simulations neglect possible convection feedbacks driven by WAIS meltwater which 12

would be expected to reduce Antarctic temperature. The magnitude of this neglected 13

feedback (~0.5ºC reduction in Antarctic SAT, c.f Swingedouw et al 2009) compares to 14

ensemble-averaged Antarctic bipolar warming of 1.6±1.0ºC (assuming no WAIS retreat). 15

We note that the full magnitude of this feedback would imply a significant loss of WAIS 16

ice. Assuming WAIS retreat would have occurred late in the termination, a feedback of 17

this magnitude would not be inconsistent with “cooling rebounds” that are observed 18

during the later stages of recent terminations (Cortese et al 2007), though we note the 19

possibility that such cooling events could alternatively be explained as a consequence of 20

the reorganisation of the ocean circulation after the cessation of meltwater.21

Several other points in the DOME F record are suggestive of a meltwater-forced bipolar 22

signal, in particular the three anomalously warm interstadials which were apparently 23

cooler at DOME C. During the previous three terminations, the bipolar seesaw would 24

have warmed Antarctica throughout the deglaciation, with WAIS retreat occurring at 25

some point, presumably late in the termination as interglacial conditions were 26

approached. In contrast, the resumption of overturning during the Bolling-Allerod/ACR27

cooled Antarctica towards the end of TI, potentially preventing further southern warming28

through stabilisation of the WAIS.29

30
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Figure Captions1

2

Figure 1. a: DOME C δD-inferred Antarctic temperature anomaly (Jouzel et al, 2007) 3

(grey) and atmospheric CH4 concentration (Loulergue et al, 2008) (green) at the last four 4

terminations. b: 800 kyr records of DOME C Antarctic temperature anomaly (grey) and 5

planktonic δ18O anomaly (blue) at ODP site 982  (57.3ºN, 15.5ºW) (Venz et al, 1999), 6

compared respectively with the GENIE-1 (GFW) Antarctic SAT anomaly and the SST 7

anomaly at the grid cell centred on 59ºN, 15ºW. c: 350 kyr records of DOME F 8

δD-inferred Antarctic temperature anomaly (Kawamura et al 2007) (grey), GENIE-1 9

meltwater-induced (GFW-GNFW) Antarctic SAT and SST anomalies. SAT is averaged over10

Antarctica south of 71ºS. SST is averaged over all the Southern Ocean south of 62ºS. 11

Note: the simulation in b includes meltwater forcing, but the effects in Antarctica (up to 12

~1.5ºC warming) are largely obscured by the larger changes across the terminations.13

14

Figure 2. Ensemble average and standard deviation of preindustrial (a, b) SAT (ºC) and 15

(c, d) Atlantic overturning stream function (Sv). Data are derived from the LPC (LGM 16

Plausibility Constrained) parameter set (Holden et al 2010).17

18

Figure 3. Representation of ice sheets in the TII ensembles. The global distribution of ice 19

sheets is given by Equation 1, assuming a constant reduction of δ18O from 4.86 to 3.16‰ 20

from 135,000 to 126,000 BP. Meltwater is calculated at each grid cell and routed to the 21

ocean assuming modern day topography. The dashed line illustrates total Laurentide and 22

Eurasian ice sheet volume, expressed in equivalent meters of sea-level. The solid lines 23

illustrates the profile of ensemble mean meltwater flux (bold, FFX=1.5) and the range of 24

meltwater fluxes (FFX=1.0 to FFX=2.0). The temporal development of meltwater is fixed 25

across all ensemble members.26

27
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Figure 4. GENIE-1 ensemble-averaged SST and SAT anomalies. Fields (at 128,500 BP) 1

of a) meltwater induced SST anomaly (EFW-ENFW) and (b,c,d) SAT anomalies relative to 2

an equilibrium preindustrial ensemble EPI with (b) no meltwater flux (ENFW-EPI), (c) 3

including Laurentide and Eurasian meltwater fluxes (EFW-EPI) and (d) including 4

Laurentide and Eurasian meltwater fluxes and replacing West Antarctic Ice Sheet with 5

land at sea-level (EWAIS-EPI). e) Ensemble-averaged temporal behaviour of East Antarctic 6

SAT anomaly. The dashed green line is the ensemble-averaged (EFW) Atlantic 7

overturning (maximum streamfunction at depths below 400m).  The grey line is the 8

DOME C deuterium inferred anomaly (Jouzel et al, 2007). Solid lines are East Antarctic 9

SAT anomalies with blue: no meltwater forcing (ENFW-EPI), pink: meltwater forcing 10

included (EFW-EPI), brown:  meltwater forcing included and WAIS removed to land at sea 11

level (EWAIS-EPI).  f) Ensemble distributions of East Antarctic SAT anomaly at 128,500 12

BP. 13

14

Figure 5: HadCM3 SST and SAT anomalies at 130,000 BP. a) Southern summer 15

freshwater-induced SST anomaly due to 1 Sv North Atlantic hosing applied uniformly 16

between 50-70ºN (HFW-HNFW). (b,c,d) Precipitation-weighted SAT anomalies relative to17

preindustrial b) with no hosing (HNFW-HPI), c) including hosing (HFW-HPI), d) including 18

hosing and with WAIS removed to land at 200m (HWAIS-HPI). 19

20

21
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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